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SURGERY

\
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We've watched the show, and many others like it. But is having more than one cosmetic surgery procedure at a go a risky
move? Veena Sidhu discusses the issue with Brazilian plastic surgeon based in Singapore, Dr. Marco Faria Correa.

,

I n rcality shows like Extreme Makeoaer

landThe Swan, wc follow thc lransforma-
I tion journeys of individuals that arc select-

ed to undergo literally, what one would call,
an extreme makeover.

Flaws of the face, body and even teeth are

highlighted and worked upon in a six week
documented period. These individuals spend

a day in surgery and the rest of the time
recovering, exercising, and adjusting to their
new look.

After this period, Voilal They are much

better looking - but not without the hefty
price of their surgeries, of course.

But are there any risks associated with
extensive and multiple surgeries per{ormed at

a go? Or is it a better option to have all your
procedures done at once, saving you the trou-
ble of repeated visits, anaesthetic administra-
tion, and downtime?

THE REAL WORLD IS NOT
SO DIFFERENT
While we watch the abovementioned shows,

we succumb to the fact that as far as reality
TV goes, people will go to extreme lengths to
titillate human fascination - particularly
when it comes to makeovers.

So we tell ourselves that only on TV will
we find individuals jumping on the surgery
table for more than one procedure in a ses-

sion.

But is this true? Or it is happening in the
real world, regardless ofwhether a TV crew is

present to document the change?

Brazilian plastic surgeon practicing in
Singapore, Dr. Marco Faria Correa, sees

many cases like this, and even performs sev-

eral extreme makeovers at his practice.

"The term extreme makeover was created
by American TV. It means to do a lot of
things or improvcments to one's physical out-

look at a go. I see

and work on sever-

al patients that
come in to have a

'marathon' session

of several proce-

dures done at a
time. For example,
many patients that
come in for a face

and necl< lift, also several patients that come in

ont to have somc- to have several cosmetic pro-
cedures done at a time.tnlng else done,

like a nose or chin augmentation, or upper
and lower eyelid blepharoplasf and micro-
lipo filling job while they are at it," explains
Dr. Marco.

Contrary to popular belief, makeover reali-
ty TV doesn't necessarily subject an individual
to a day of extensive surgery because that is
what people are fascinated to watch, but

Dr. Marco sees and works on
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